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The “Great Conquest Mosque”

It is no small irony that across the globe the edifice and image most widely
associated with Turkey, Istanbul, and even perhaps Islam, is a sixth-century Orthodox
Christian church—the magisterial Cathedral of Hagia Sophia, or “Holy Wisdom.” Built
by some 10,000 workers between 532 and 537, its patron, Byzantine Emperor Justinian I,
inaugurated the construction of Hagia Sophia in the imperial capital of Constantinople
with the proclamation that the Church of the Holy Wisdom would be a cathedral like
“one that has never existed since Adam’s time, and one that will never exist again.” 1
Remarkably, Justinian’s boastful claims proved to be as accurate as they were
visionary. For virtually a millennium, Hagia Sophia was Christendom’s largest, most
revered and awe-inspiring church. Hagia Sophia was the unrivalled ecclesial hearth of
the Christian Church before the Western schism, the physical epicenter of the Orthodox
Christian world, and the wondrous, breathtaking symbol of Byzantine grandeur and
purpose. Indeed, for both contemporaries and historians, Hagia Sophia constituted the
greatest achievement of late ancient and medieval architecture, an enduring
masterpiece that embodied Byzantine civilization’s quintessential, sophisticated respect
and quest for symphony and balance between the ethereal and the physical, majesty
and beauty, place and boundlessness, science and mystery, creative genius and
humility.2 Despite Hagia Sophia’s present diminished and abused condition, it is not
difficult for even today’s visitor to appreciate the description found in a famous Russian
ambassadorial report sent from Constantinople in 987 to Vladimir, Prince of Kiev, of
what one encountered upon entering the great cathedral: “We did not know where we
were, on heaven or on earth.”3
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When Constantinople fell to the Ottoman Turks in 1453, virtually all of the city’s
surviving cathedrals and churches were—after being desecrated and thoroughly
plundered—forcibly seized and turned over to the Turks’ religious establishment to be
converted to mosques and used as Muslim properties. The conquering sultan, Mehmet
II, personally oversaw the conversion of Hagia Sophia. Crosses were demolished and
exchanged for crescents, altars and bells were destroyed, icons were burned or hacked
to pieces, mosaics and frescoes depicting Christian imagery were plastered over, and
most of the cathedral’s priests were killed or enslaved.4 In time, four colossal minarets
were erected to surround Hagia Sophia, producing the iconic image that has come to be
globally associated with Ottoman Constantinople and Turkish Istanbul.
Mehmet took great pride in his belief that he had fulfilled Mohammed’s
prophecy articulated in the Hadith, “Verily you shall conquer Constantinople. What a
wonderful leader he will be, and what a wonderful army will that army be!” Thereafter,
Constantinople and Hagia Sophia represented for the Ottoman Turks much more than
merely their empire’s capital and preeminent mosque, respectively. The conquest of
Christianity’s greatest city and church was understood by Mehmet and his successors
as divine proof of the leading role in the Muslim world to which the Ottoman Empire
was entitled, a belief also manifested by the Turks’ subsequent relocation of the Islamic
Caliphate to Constantinople.5
Indeed, the purpose for the construction of the massive minarets that now tower
over Hagia Sophia was to project to the world Islam’s triumph over Christendom’s
greatest empire, city, and church. The capture of Hagia Sophia confirmed and
symbolized in the Ottomans’ imagination their belief in the superiority of their state
and faith over all other nations and all religions, a putative affirmation of their
providential role and destiny in history.6 Hence, the Ottoman Turks formally dedicated
their greatest, most celebrated single piece of loot—Hagia Sophia—as Great Fatih
Mosque, or “Great Conquest Mosque.”
Despite the Turks’ conviction that their mastery over the great, coveted prizes of
Constantinople and Hagia Sophia signaled their inevitable conquest of the remainder of
Christian Europe, the Ottoman state showed signs of weakness by the sixteenth century
and by the seventeenth century began a long, miserable decline and recession that
culminated in the complete dissolution of their empire in the early twentieth century.
Led by the Turkish nationalist, Mustafa Kemal, the Republic of Turkey, which emerged
in the early 1920s to succeed the Ottoman Empire and to abolish the Caliphate, was
premised on secularism. Kemal’s modern Turkey was a rejection of the Islamic
theocratic system that he and his modernizing nationalists held responsible for the
collapse of the old Ottoman order.7
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Kemalist Turkey did not, however, decouple Islam from its nation-building
project. The Kemalist state’s efforts to create a homogeneous Turkish society included
assigning a prominent role to Islam as a defining cultural feature of Turkish national
identity, or “Turkishness.” In short, official “secularism” involved the use of Islam by
the state as an instrument to impose conformity to a uniform model of “Turkishness.” 8

The Unity of Church and State
In modern Turkey, secularism has produced neither freedom for all faiths nor
separation of church and state.9 Instead, Turkish secularism has meant state control of
religion through official policies carried out by the Diyanet (the State Directorate of
Religious Affairs), the governmental institution responsible for centralizing, regulating,
and directing Islam in Turkish society.10 Likewise, the Kemalists’ non-Western, nondemocratic version of secularism has also meant that Turkey’s non-Islamic religions and
communities, inasmuch as they are regarded as impediments to universal
“Turkishness,” are to be viewed with suspicion, treated with hostility, and subjected to
a policy of steady, systematic persecution, with the goal being their final elimination. 11
Indeed, following the Turkish nationalists’ genocide and population expulsions of
Christian Armenians, Assyrians, and Greeks between 1914 and 1923, the Kemalist
republic inaugurated the Eritme Programmi (Dissolution Program), which has been
continued by every successive Turkish government and that aims to ethnically cleanse
all remaining non-Muslim communities in Turkey.12 The Turkish state’s implementation
of this policy has included the targeted use of violence, intimidation, punitive taxation,
property expropriation, and countless forms of discrimination and persecution, all
intended to create unbearable conditions for Christians and Jews in order to produce
their exodus from Turkey.13
The Turkish state’s claims purporting its embrace of Western democratic and
secular principles have not at any time aligned with Turkey’s actual record of practice.
Recognizing the need to produce the appearance of a secular, democratic state and
society when neither existed meant that secular symbols and symbolism became very
important to the Kemalist nation-building project. It was, consequently, neither a
surprise nor a move that produced any resistance when Mustafa Kemal, presiding over
Turkey’s one-party “secular democracy,” closed Hagia Sophia to Muslim worship in
1931 and reopened the historic structure as a museum in 1935. Just as Sultan Mehmet in
the fifteenth century appreciated the symbolism of converting Hagia Sophia, the
grandest of Christian cathedrals, to an Ottoman mosque for the furtherance of his
imperial ambitions, President Kemal in the 1930s understood the symbolic value of
transforming Hagia Sophia from a mosque—the quintessential iconographic symbol of
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the Ottoman Islamic past—to a Turkish museum for the advancement of his modern
secular nation-building project at home and for the promotion of his country’s
Westernizing image abroad.
Until the rise of Recep Tayyip Erdogan and his Justice and Development Party
(AKP) to political prominence in Turkey, the Kemalist system, even when repeatedly
required to rely on military force to maintain the existing order, had remained
unchallenged within the country’s mainstream political establishment. This changed
with the stunning landslide election victory that swept Erdogan and the AKP into
power in 2002, producing enormous excitement and hope inside Turkey and abroad for
genuine democratization, religious freedom, pluralism, and progressive reform.14
This initial optimism has disappeared as Erdogan and the AKP have expanded
and cemented their dominance over Turkey. The old nationalist, officially secular
authoritarianism that defined Kemalist republican Turkey has been systematically
undermined and transformed under Erdogan. However, militant Kemalism has not
been replaced by genuine democracy and pluralism. Instead, it has been superseded by
a new nationalist Islamist authoritarianism that cautiously continues to pay homage to
Kemal while it increasingly, and more and more openly, draws its greatest inspiration
and aims from an idealized version of the Ottoman imperial past.15

Restoring Imperial Greatness Through Islamism
President Erdogan’s neo-Ottoman vision—encapsulated in the phrase, “Turkey:
From Sarajevo to Baghdad,” repeatedly invoked by his chief advisor from 2003 to 2009,
minister of foreign affairs from 2009 to 2014, and prime minister from 2014 to 2016,
Ahmet Davutoglu, an academic and politician who is widely regarded as the
ideological architect of the AKP’s foreign policy grand strategy—has as its goal
Turkey’s return to its former imperial stature as a world power, a project Erdogan
himself is leading.16 Unlike Kemal and his fellow secular nationalists who saw the
Ottomans’ Islamic theocratic system as the root of their empire’s inability to survive in
the modern world, Erdogan regards the Turks’ drift away from their Islamist
foundations and principles as the cause of the empire’s decline and dissolution.
Consequently, although Islam under the AKP has remained an instrument to be utilized
by the state, it is increasingly less restrained by the conventions of the once prevailing
Kemalist secular order.17 Under Erdogan, Islam is steadily becoming the core of a
reimagined Turkish identity, historical consciousness, and driver for state policy and
purpose.18 According to the neo-Ottoman agenda, Islam, through its expanding public
role, will be more and more revered and privileged by the AKP state, while it will also
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be harnessed to help restore Turkey to its rightful place as a global force and as the
leading state within the Islamic world.19
Like Sultan Mehmet and President Kemal, Erdogan, who many observers
describe as a president who acts like a sultan, recognizes the importance of symbols and
symbolism for forging Turkey’s Ottoman revival. Much like Mehmet who used Hagia
Sophia to showcase the superiority of Islam and the Ottoman Empire, or Kemal who
employed Hagia Sophia to demonstrate the secularization and modernization of
republican Turkey, Erdogan has steadily exploited Hagia Sophia to promote neoOttomanism and to mark the state’s public embrace of Islam and, through Islam, the
promise of a return to Turkish greatness and power.20 In this sense, the gradual reIslamization of Hagia Sophia should be understood as a deliberate signal by Erdogan to
the masses of his Islamist supporters of his commitment to realize a future in which
Turkey, with Islam at the center of its public life, reigns supreme once more as a
regional hegemon, a world power, and the leader of the Muslim community of nations.
Given Turkey’s neo-Ottoman orientation and its earlier provocations against the
status of Hagia Sophia as a museum, the only thing surprising about the Erdogan
government’s recent use of the historic Christian structure for Muslim religious
purposes was that it produced any surprise at all. The AKP’s consolidation of political
power and its steady transition to Islamist authoritarianism has been accompanied by a
corresponding campaign of incremental measures and steps aimed at the eventual
conversion of Hagia Sophia from a museum to a mosque. In November 2013, Turkey’s
deputy prime minister and AKP co-founder, Bulent Arinc, informed reporters that
Hagia Sophia would be used again as a mosque, opining that “We currently stand next
to Hagia Sophia Mosque…we are looking at a sad Hagia Sophia, but hopefully we will
see it smiling again soon.”21 In 2014, the Turkish parliament produced a trial legislative
motion calling for the conversion of Hagia Sophia to a mosque, and held exploratory
discussions on how to change the status of the structure in the future. 22 In response, the
United States Commission on International Religious Freedom condemned the Turkish
parliament’s culturally insensitive encroachment on Hagia Sophia, or what some
observers have characterized as a creeping conversion.23 Simultaneously, United
Nations officials expressed their disapproval over statements made by Turkish officials
that threatened the integrity of Hagia Sophia’s status as a UNESCO World Heritage site
museum.24
Unconcerned with international disapproval, Erdogan’s government continued
its provocative actions towards Hagia Sophia. This new phase of operations also
witnessed a series of deliberate measures intended to insult and humiliate Turkey’s
Greek Orthodox Christians. On April 11, 2015, one day before Orthodox Easter Sunday,
coinciding that year with the date believed by many to be Mohammed’s birthday, and
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marking the opening of a new exhibit, “Love of the Prophet,” a Quran recitation,
sanctioned by the Diyanet, took place inside Hagia Sophia, for the first time in nearly 85
years.25 In late October 2016, the Turkish authorities appointed a permanent imam to
Hagia Sophia, and disclosed to the public that Muslim prayers would be heard from all
four conquest minarets five times a day, every day thereafter on a permanent basis. 26
The Diyanet’s announcement of the imam’s appointment was made just as Turkey’s
Orthodox Christians prepared to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the enthronement of
His All-Holiness Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople Bartholomew I. News of the
imam’s appointment electrified AKP supporters and Erdogan’s admirers. Pinar
Tremblay, political scientist and columnist for Al-Monitor’s “Turkey Pulse,” reported
“political commentator Savci Sayan, who is known for his adoration of President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan, tweeted, ‘I am dreaming of the president leading the Friday prayer at
Hagia Sophia.’ Another citizen tweeted, ‘Now there is an imam for Hagia Sophia. The
next order of business should be to open Hagia Sophia for believers. The hashtag ‘Open
Hagia Sophia and let the world be green with envy’ also tweeted that Istanbul cannot
be free as long as Hagia Sophia remains a museum.”27
The AKP’s actions enjoy widespread popular support in Turkey. Every May 29,
increasingly extravagant and frenzied celebrations of the conquest of Constantinople, as
well as endless barrages of television programs aimed at children and adults alike,
depict Greek Christians as treacherous and evil, provoking Turkish nationalist and selfrighteous expressions of entitlement to Hagia Sophia as a mosque. 28 This sort of
carefully stoked public “conquest mania” produced a mass rally of Muslim activists
who gathered outside Hagia Sophia on May 29, 2016, to demand the building be
converted to a mosque.29 A crucial step in that direction was taken on June 1, 2016,
when the Diyanet announced that state television would broadcast a program,
highlighted by readings from the Quran, from Hagia Sophia every day during the
month of Ramadan. The first guest of the television program was Mehmet Gormez, the
president of the State Directorate of Religious Affairs, who discussed the spectacular
dome crowning Hagia Sophia and, with considerable imagination and invention,
explained to a nation-wide audience of tens of millions the dome’s importance in
Islamic history. Gormez’s televised appearance in Hagia Sophia was aired on July 2,
2016, and featured a broadcast, recorded the previous day, of the first Muslim call to
prayer that had taken place inside Hagia Sophia since 1931.30
Despite the annual revelries in May that celebrate the 1453 Ottoman conquest of
Constantinople and the August and September commemorations that glorify the 1922
Turkish victory against Greece and the Entente Powers, as well as Turkey’s successful
and unpunished genocidal erasure of Armenian, Assyrian, and Greek Christians from
Asia Minor, Turkish nationalists claim victim status.31 Perhaps not surprisingly Hagia
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Sophia has come to symbolize Turkey’s victimhood narrative. In the view of Turkish
nationalists, especially Islamist nationalists, the Ottoman Empire was a veritable
paradise destroyed by Western imperialists and their Christian toadies within the
empire. Furthermore, because of the post-Ottoman Kemalist state’s eagerness to be
accepted into the modern Western community of nations, it was supposedly cowed or
coaxed by Turkey’s erstwhile European enemies into transforming Hagia Sophia into a
museum.
This nationalist myth concludes with the assertion that this mendacious
maneuver by the Western Great Powers aimed to ensure Turkey’s subservience to the
Christian West by denying the Turkish people the freedom to exercise their will over
the most visible symbol and reminder of Turkish greatness and triumph: the Great
Fatih, the “Great Conquest,” Mosque. This popular narrative has most recently been
expanded to incorporate a newly manufactured deception claiming Kemal never
actually ordered the conversion of Hagia Sophia from a mosque to a museum and that
the document and Kemal’s signature appearing therein initiating this action are
forgeries, a proposition Erdogan himself has publicly applauded.32
In coordination with the AKP, Salih Turhan, the head of the ultranationalist
Anatolian Youth Association, which has collected over 15 million signatures in support
of the campaign to convert Hagia Sophia to a mosque, summarizes this thinking:
“Keeping Hagia Sophia closed is an insult to our Muslim population…it symbolizes our
ill-treatment by the West.”33 Voicing an alternative, even if declining, Turkish
perspective, in June 2016, a Turkish scholar, who, fearing retribution from nationalist
quarters, asked to remain anonymous, observed in an interview with Al-Monitor that,
“the matter of Hagia Sophia has been manipulated shamelessly in the last decade. They
[Erdogan and the AKP] are feeding the dream of an Ottoman revival…for pious
Muslims everywhere, it is really sad to watch this opportunistic propaganda.”34
Widespread popular acceptance of these inventive victimhood narratives has
contributed to a commonly held nationalist view that Turkey’s actual sovereignty is
suppressed by the Western powers and that Turkey’s freedom, ipso facto, cannot be
realized until Hagia Sophia is converted once more to a mosque.35 According to this
perspective, only then can Turkey become truly independent and fulfill its destiny,
meaning only then can Turkey regain both the glorious Ottoman inheritance and neoOttoman future to which it is entitled and has been denied by the West. Hence, in
Turkish society, Hagia Sophia has become an uncompromising symbol, an icon and tool
to mobilize Turkish nationalism and legitimize neo-Ottomanism. Proceeding from this
reality, the conversion of Hagia Sophia is the logical next step in the inexorable reIslamization of Turkey, and the essential precondition for achieving the country’s
rightful destiny.36 Invoking the glorification and inseparable nature of Islam, conquest,
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and Turkey’s national providence, Erdogan, before a huge Istanbul rally in 2014 on the
anniversary of the fall of Constantinople, proclaimed, “conquest means the removal of
shackles on people’s hearts.”37 As Salih Turhan has asserted, “Hagia Sophia is a symbol
for the Islamic world and the symbol of Istanbul’s conquest…without it, the conquest is
incomplete.”38 Of course, predicating Turkey’s national identity, foreign policy, and
worldview on the glorification of war, conquest, and expropriation, as well as notions
of ethnic supremacy, religious superiority, and divine destiny is no more likely to
produce positive outcomes for Turkey and its neighbors in the future than it did in the
past.
Continuing this escalating trend, Ramadan, in June 2017, was marked by a
tangible increase in the aggressive use of Hagia Sophia by Turkish officials for Muslim
religious and state purposes. Abiding by the well-established practice of Western
appeasement towards Turkey, most European governments and Christian religious
establishments remained silent. Only Greece’s Foreign Ministry, the United States
Department of State, and UNESCO issued serious rebukes against Ankara for its
provocative actions.39 Conversely, Germany, the only EU state with any potential
influence in Turkey, appeased Erdogan and Ankara by expressing its support for the
view that the status of Hagia Sophia is entirely a domestic matter to be determined
exclusively by the Turkish state authorities—a somewhat awkward position given
Germany’s own peculiar history of state interest and intervention in the affairs of select
religious communities, their properties, and their patrimony.
Notwithstanding, no international reaction followed the decision made by
Turkey’s highest court, the country’s Constitutional Court, on September 13, 2018, to
reject a private application to convert Hagia Sophia to a mosque. The lack of response
was due to the fact that the court’s decision was not determined on the basis of any
substantive legal or constitutional arguments to allow or prohibit a change in the status
and use of Hagia Sophia, but on a procedural technicality that rendered the request
inadmissible. In short, the Constitutional Court’s action did nothing to stop the current
re-Islamization of Hagia Sophia, while at the same time it left the door open to the
possible conversion of the building in the future.40
The re-Islamization of Hagia Sophia, like the re-Islamization of Turkish society
and state, does not merely represent a simple partisan contest between secularists and
Islamists for the control of Turkey. Likewise, the plight of Hagia Sophia constitutes
more than yet another example of Turkish nationalist contempt for non-Muslims and
their history, a perennial feature of Turkish rule, whether secular or religious. Instead,
the importance and meaning of the current battle for Hagia Sophia can be fully
understood only if one recognizes what the Great Fatih Mosque symbolically embodies
for Turkish Islamist nationalists: the most powerful, visible reminder of Ottoman
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Turkey’s might and glory; a rallying standard for a return to that former greatness; and
a national icon to help forge neo-Ottomanism and to inspire Turkish society as its
government moves forward to fulfill the Turks’ ambitions and destiny in Europe, the
Middle East, and the world. In that sense, the Turkish state’s exploitation and use of
Hagia Sophia stands as a bellwether, one the international community should not
continue to ignore.

This exclamation, like so many other pronouncements attributed to Justinian on the occasion
of both the inauguration and blessing of Hagia Sophia, is most probably apocryphal in nature.
An often cited account states that Justinian, at the moment of Hagia Sophia’s consecration, was
so overwhelmed by his achievement that he proclaimed, “Glory be to God Who considered me
worthy of this task! O Solomon, I have outdone thee.” See John W. Baker, Justinian and the Late
Roman Empire (Madison, WI: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1977), 182-183.
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Sir Steven Runciman (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006).
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3
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4
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Ottoman sultan, Mehmed IV, Vani Mehmed Efendi authored an important Quranic commentary
in 1679-1680, which established the Ottoman historiographical rationale for Turkish primacy
and leadership in the Muslim world.
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15
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